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Leaders: 

Key development priority 
READING 

To develop a culture where books and reading are second nature to children. 
Ensure opportunities are embedded throughout the curriculum and the joy of reading is celebrated. 
Ensure pupils/parents understand how reading underpins life-long learning. 

Evidence base/SEF ref 
Why we need to address this 
and how we know 

Reading and phonics remain a key priority as published data shows continual attention is required. Early years data 
shows that speaking and language are areas of concern. A large proportion of SEND have issues with speaking, 
language and communication skills. A sizable minority of children do not read at home.  

How do we intend to effectively 
embed this in the Academy. 

Early years language screening with all reception children and support identified individuals through NELI 
involvement. 
Use Little Wandle to secure phonics and early reading teaching has a positive and measurable impact. 
Guided reading observations and CPD. 
Continue to ensure VIPERS and Accelerated Reader are impacting on learning. 
Reading based interventions. 

 

Leaders: 

Key development priority 
MATHS 

To develop fluency of basic skills in mathematics throughout the Academy. 
Ensure children have a solid foundation/ tool kit of mathematical skills and knowledge to build on. 
To create a community of resilient, confident mathematicians. 
Ensure a sound progression through the Key Stages which is reflected in data. 

Evidence base/SEF ref 
Why we need to address this 
and how we know 

Data shows a 3-year dip in published National and Greater Depth attainment. We know that due to the pandemic 
gaps in knowledge have been created which need to be closed.  
 

How do we intend to effectively 
embed this in the Academy. 

Encourage children and parents to use TT Rockstars, daily, to develop their multiplication knowledge. 
Prioritise basic numeracy skills through Big Maths sessions. 
Use purchased resources to develop further mastery skills through real-life and problem-solving application. 
Use assessment data astutely to recognise gaps in knowledge/skills and use early interventions and over learning to 
address this. 



 

Leaders: 

Key development priority 
EARLY YEARS 
 

To embed the Early Years Curriculum using the new Development Matters materials. 
Use the provision and NELI intervention to increase/improve speech, language and vocabulary skills, especially in less 
confident and EAL children. 
Provide a language rich environment. 
Crete/embed a curriculum which is led by children's prior knowledge and interests.  
Embed secure assessment/observations/knowledge of all children in Early Years. 

Evidence base/SEF ref 
Why we need to address this 
and how we know 

There is a new EYFS Curriculum, Sep 21. There have been changes made to the EYFS team and the provision is now 
run as a unit. Data from baseline shows a gap opening in CLL between boys and girls. There is also a continuing dip in 
this area. 

How do we intend to effectively 
embed this in the Academy. 

EYFS staff will be trained in NELI delivery and will be using this 2-year, government funded intervention. 
Work in conjunction with LA advisor for EY to develop provision/teaching. 
Half termly training/courses to enhance practice. 
Continue with team/unit planning and record achievements through school developed assessment grids. 
Purchase Development Matters linked resources. 
Use floor books to track evidence. 

 

Leaders: 

Key development priority 
LCC IMPLEMENTATION 

Focus on the implementation of the Rook’s Nest Curriculum which ensures children are taught in a tailored, 
meaningful way that builds on their skills and knowledge of different subjects. 
Re-establish the Academy's motivational timetable of curriculum areas, supported by enrichment activities, parental 
involvement, out-of-class learning and first-hand experiences. 
Subject coordinators to be ambassadors for their areas. 

Evidence base/SEF ref 
Why we need to address this 
and how we know 

Research and evidence gained pre-covid, shows the great benefits of hands-on learning and first-hand experiences. 
When children are inspired by a visit they can discuss, recall, ask questions, explain, and write with greater fluency. 
When parents have taken part in enrichment sessions, they have been more inclined to work on areas at home with 
their children. They have become supporters of the school which have helped us achieve our vision of a joint 
community, working in partnership to develop the learning and positive experiences of our children. 



How do we intend to effectively 
embed this in the Academy. 

Timetable positive enrichment opportunities. 
Invest time in workshops for parents. 
Monitoring. Pupil voice and subject evaluation. 
Deep dives with LA support. 
See coordinators action plans and PM. 

 


